Abstract

Palembang has been set as heritage city with the presence of historical heritage and its cultures, but until now it hasn’t been developing maximally yet because ignorance, indifferences, incompetence, and mismanagement.

This research was aims to formulate the development guideline of heritage city in Palembang with some stages of analysis are identifying object which is potential to support Palembang as heritage city by using expert judgment analysis with likert scale, second, determining of heritage city zoning in Palembang by delineation analysis, third, analyzing factors which are influence of heritage city development in Palembang therewith development guideline by using Delphi analysis.

Analysis results showed there were 9 objects which most potential to support Palembang as heritage city which become heritage city zoning. From heritage city zoning produced 8 factors which influence the developing heritage city in Palembang formed in 3 zoning were core, support, and buffer zone. Development guideline of Palembang as heritage city was formulated for every zoning by considering factors which were influence. By doing this research was expected knowing urban heritage planning of Urban and Regional Planning in Palembang city.
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